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    With the development of e-commerce and large-scale construction of distribution 
center，the huge potential in production logistics system draws more and more 
attention. A mail processing center is a link point of postal communication network 
and a mail distribution center. It undertakes the tasks of mailing sorting and 
dispatching. The early mail processing center is based on the processing of traditional 
business. It can’t adapt the process of new business mail diversification which 
e-commerce development will bring. So the optimization of hardware and software 
facilities of post processing center and the improvement of the handling business 
process are the trend of developing e-commerce and expanding the area of logistics 
distribution. To carry on the deep research and optimization for mail processing 
center will provide some valuable reference for the postal enterprises to carry on the 
logistics distribution in electronic commerce and other new business. 
    It is analyzed the process design of lower flat mail processing center，aimed at  
the connection of the sorting and the dispatching of traditional postal business and 
new business logistics distribution based on the e-commerce，put forward the 
improvement of flexible operation process，changed the situation of e-commerce 
logistics distribution which the mail processing center does not adapt through the 
optimization of business process，the introduction of modern logistics handling 
equipment， the adjustment of space layout and the optimization of upgrading 
information system. It is analyzed the feasibility，applicability and economical 
efficiency of the combination of lower plane processing center and flexible operation 
process through the instances of Fuzhou express mail processing center. 
    It is indicated that the currently most postal mail processing center is a 
multiple-dimensional layout，adjusting the mail processing center is the necessary 
post based on the development of electronic commerce through the postal processing 















will be situated in the flat-panel construction，hardware and software optimization and 
post e-commerce operation layout can draw on the experience and recommendations. 
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